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The Profile Module

Introduction
Welcome to the Objecteering/Process Wizards user guide!
This Objecteering/UML module deals with development process management
during UML modeling, from the expression of needs and analysis right through to
C++ and Java programming phases.
The aims of the different Wizards provided are as follows:

♦= to automate a certain number of operations, resulting in an improvement in
traceability and consistency

♦= to respect modeling criteria and check model quality

♦= to standardize results obtained by different users and to check the
documentation produced

♦= to easily adapt the process to different organizational needs

Profile module
In order to be able to structure the components necessary for development
automation, the "Profile Modules" notion organizes development process
elements into a specific structure.  A profile module groups together those
elements which manage the extensions and rules applicable to UML and each
profile module is dedicated to a different phase (Analysis, Design, ...).
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UML extensions
The profile module notion meets a real need, that of adapting UML to the
particularities of a particular sector and of integrating quality, control and
productivity criteria, regarding the use of UML in a given professional context.
The core of the UML base, by its very general nature, does not allow specific
dialogue on a given application domain (real time, information systems, code
generation, ...).  Without any organizational mechanism, there is a risk of
uncontrollable UML extensions multiplying themselves, which would rapidly lead to
confusion.
The answer, which consists of enlarging the UML standard by successive steps, is
not viable since it causes both instability of formalism (the functional perimeter not
being well-defined) and ambiguity on the extensions or the particularities.  By way
of example, the characteristics linked to real time do not interest an analyst in
charge of modeling an information system.

Content of a profile module
The use of the profile modules brings a clear and structured solution above the
more general UML core.
A profile module contains and organizes the following elements:

♦= extensions of UML modeling elements : tagged values, stereotypes,
constraints, descriptive notes, …

♦= presentation rules: filters on diagrams, definition of specific graphic
representations, organization of documentation, naming rules, …

♦= validation rules: completeness of models, level of documentation, metrics and
data range, consistency checks, …

♦= transformation rules: all types of code generation, UML mapping towards a
development environment or the automatic application of Design Patterns, ...

These UML usage rules are essential if one wishes to define a language which is
more than an abstract enumeration of various concepts.  All people participating in
a UML modeling project must be put in the same controlled, industrial
development context.  Each actor must know what he is talking about, what is
valid and what is not, and must also be familiar with generation definition and tools
used in workflow organization.
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The Profile Module and the development process

The software development process covers very different domains such as
planning, team management, quality control and the technical environment.  There
are a large number of processes or methods on the market, and in general,
professionals use them as examples and for advice purposes, picking out
elements which interest them or which seem to be adapted to their particular
situation.  The search for a standard method generally leads them to choose a
formalism which is disconnected from reality and from the actual process itself.
For this reason, any attempt to standardize the process is destined to fail.
Another approach consists of breaking the process down into domains which are
simpler and more controlled.  These domains are independent reference
components.
The first two domains of this type are:

♦= A Workflow domain, which takes charge of the aspects of task, allocation, role
and scheduling

♦= A modeling domain, which defines manipulated elements, work products
resulting from development and the characteristics of these work products

Profile modules deal with this second domain.

Workflow
The definition of Workflow depends largely on the organization, company culture
and type of contractual relationship which exists between the client and the
supplier.  This is by definition a domain unstable in time and space, and it is this
instability which represents the main difficulty faced by projects which implement
Workflow.  It affects company structures and often necessitates a re-engineering
phase.  Objecteering/UML does not cover this domain, but does provide dedicated
interfaces within the framework of UML modeling projects and specific customer
organizations.
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Advantages of profile modules
Profile modules are made up of more stable elements (products, models), which
depend much less on organizational and human aspects.  They are used as a
communication language and are components used in the process definition.
Workflows determine activities, their scheduling and the roles of engineers.
These activities are carried out in practice under one or several profiles, which
also specify the expected results.
The advantages of this approach are as follows:

♦= the almost independent standardization of Workflow and Profiles

♦= the possibility of modifying a Workflow without changing the references of
profile modules

♦= the rapid availability of a recognized and widely used repository of profile
modules

For example, this takes place in an iterative or typical V life cycle, using the same
definition of “analysis” or "design” characteristics.
The separation of responsibilities between Workflow and profile modules must be
clear.  Profile modules must not include notions linked to roles, company
organization, scheduling or synchronization, and do not cover the management of
phases with regard to life cycles.  Their role is to very precisely determine different
work contexts, so as to provide standardized rules and techniques for UML use.
They are intended for the various different professionals in the software world
(analysts, designers, architects, users, ...).
A “profile module” cannot answer the following questions:

♦= Who is in charge of validating the list of requirements?

♦= When does the design phase begin?

♦= Must a prototype be built?

However, it can be used to respond to the following queries:

♦= What is the specification document made up of?

♦= What are the validation rules for design models?
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The role of Objecteering/UML

The role of Objecteering/UML is very clear within the framework described in the
"Profile Module and Development Process" section of the current chapter of this
user guide.  The separation of modeling and workflow domains, previously defined
in this "Profile Module and Development Process" section of this chapter, must
also be present in the tools.  Model driven development and profile modules are
provided by Objecteering/UML, whilst the WorkFlow side is taken care of by other
specialized tools or simply managed by the control and quality procedures in place
within a company.
The services provided by Objecteering/UML are as follows:

♦= Creation and modification of profile modules

♦= Management of standardized profiles

♦= Import-export of profiles
Profile modules are implemented by specific Wizards in each of the process
phases.
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Launching Process Wizards

Introduction
The main domains covered by the "Process Wizard" are as follows:

♦= follow-up and management of profile modules used in the development
process

♦= assistance during UML modeling project creation

♦= assistance in completing the model and in checking it during modeling activities

♦= improvement in productivity due to specific patterns and impact analysis tools

Process Wizard launch
The Process Wizard is the starting point for the use of predefined models and for
the management of the development process used in Objecteering/UML.
It allows you to select model examples and model templates, and ensures the
coherent selection of techniques used on a UML modeling project, in accordance
with the development process used.
The Process Wizard is launched automatically upon the start-up of
Objecteering/UML (except where the checkbox "Open this Wizard at Objecteering
start-up" has not been selected) and can be accessed at all times through the

Process Wizard menu item or the  "Process Wizard" icon in the toolbar.
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Launching the Process Wizard from the Tools menu

Figure 2-1. Launching the Process Wizard from the "Tools/Process Wizard" menu and running
it on a package
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Launching the Process Wizard from the icon in the toolbar

Figure 2-2. Launching the Process Wizard from the icon in the toolbar

During the launch phase, the Process Wizard contains three tabs:

♦= Process management: for the management of the development process

♦= Model templates: for the use of predefined template models

♦= Model examples: for the use of examples provided with Objecteering/UML
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Process management

In the "Process management" tab, different profile modules are available for users
to select depending on their needs.
When users want to move forward to other phases of their development cycle,
they can, at any time, activate the Process Wizard and select/unselect the profile
modules required.

Figure 2-3. The Process Wizard application window
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Selecting/Unselecting profile modules
The selection/unselection of a profile module is carried out by simply clicking on
the checkbox next to the profile module in question.

Information on profile modules
By clicking on a selected name of a profile module, its description is displayed in
the lower part of the dialog box without any change in the state of the chosen
checkbox.

Dotted checkbox
The dotted checkboxes correspond to the profile modules programmed by the
development process and which are not available in the current Objecteering/UML
UML modeling project.

Results after return to modeling
After the selections/unselections carried out in Process Wizard, the necessary
profile modules are automatically selected.  The relevant configuration parameters
are allocated their optimum value and the menus and modeling features
corresponding to the choices made are automatically taken into account by
Objecteering/UML.
By way of example, when the Analysis Profile is selected, the naming rules for
new diagrams will be initialized to take into account analysis conventions.
Profile modules installed by default are described in the chapters which follow.
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Model templates

The import of model templates allows users (analysts, designers) to benefit from a
basic ready-made modeling template to which elements can be added and
modified depending on user needs.  Apart from the initial creation of models, the
Wizard is used to re-import new models, where necessary, to complete the
modeling activity in progress.
Models are structured by theme.  These themes are developed from technical
documents and the wide experience gained by Objecteering Software in many
large-scale object modeling projects.
New models, specific or adapted to company needs, can be added to this tab.
(For further details, please refer to chapter 8 of this user guide).

Figure 2-4. The "Model Templates" tab in the Process Wizard window
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Selection/Unselecting models
Models are selected/unselected by simply clicking on the checkbox next to the
required module.  Several models can be imported simultaneously.

Information on models
By clicking on a selected name of a model, its description is displayed in the lower
part of the dialog box without any change in the state of the chosen tickbox.
Holding down the “Display documentation” button activates the HTML display of
full model documentation.

FAQ: How can you import a model directly into an existing package?

Simply launch the Process Wizard directly from the package concerned by using
the pop-up menu activated via the right mouse button in the explorer or in a
graphic editor.
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Model examples

The import of model examples allows users (analysts, designers) to benefit from a
basic ready-made modeling example, whose elements and ideas can be selected
and modified, depending on user needs.  Apart from the initial creation of models,
the Wizard allows you to re-import new examples, when necessary.
Examples are structured by theme.  They consist of demonstrations and training
resulting from the extensive experience gained by Objecteering Software in many
large-scale object modeling projects.
New models, specific or adapted to company needs, can be added to this tab.
(For further details, please refer to chapter 8 of this user guide).

Figure 2-5. The "Model Examples" tab in the Process Wizard window
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Selection/Unselecting models
Models are selected/unselected by simply clicking on the tickbox next to the
module in question.  Several models can be imported simultaneously.

Information on the models
By clicking on a selected name of a model, its description is displayed in the lower
part of the dialog box without any change in the state of the chosen tickbox.
Holding down the “Display documentation” button activates the HTML display of
full model documentation.
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Configuring Process Wizards

The Process Wizard contains a certain number of parameters which are
accessible by editing the configuration of the “Wizards/Tools” module after
activating the icon shown below.

Figure 2-6. Editing module configuration
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Customizing interface parameters

The customization of interface parameters allows you to manage the reactivity of
the different Wizards provided by Objecteering/UML.

Figure 2-7. Editing the configuration of the "Interface" option in the "Wizards/Tools" category
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The ... field is used to ...
Open the Process Wizard at
Objecteering startup for the
current project

let Objecteering/UML launch the Process Wizard
upon startup.  It is automatically set if the same
option is selected/unselected directly in the Process
Wizard.

Open a browser for each newly
created element

authorize the opening of an Objecteering/UML
explorer on an automatically created element.  For
example, the use of the “Create a class from this
object” menu on an object of a sequence diagram
guarantees the automatic creation of a class and
activates an explorer on this new class if this
parameter is selected.

Open a window for each
automatically created diagram

authorize the opening of an Objecteering/UML
graphic editor on an automatically created diagram.
For example, the use of the “Analysis Wizard/Add
Analysis properties” menu on a package adds a
class diagram and opens it in a new editor window.

Maximum number of automatically
opened diagrams

define the maximum number of automatically opened
diagrams at any one time.  This avoids having to
manage too many open diagrams at the same time.
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"To Do" report parameters

The parameters shown below allow you to customize the generation of the “To
Do” report, which is produced during the model check (For further details please
refer to chapter 3).

Figure 2-8. Editing the configuration of the "Report" option in the "Wizards/Tools" category
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The ... field is used to ...
Name indicate the name of the generated report (without its

extension).

Directory indicate the directory where the report is generated.

Title indicate the title of the report.

Targeted format provide the format of the generated report (HTML or
RTF).

Viewer indicate the viewer which is to be used.  If this
parameter is left empty, the viewer parameter set in
the Documentation module is used.  If this is not the
case, enter the full name of a viewer (HTML or RTF).

Date indicate the date of the generation of the report
(\DATE\ stands for today's date).  Only for the pdf
format.

Message file indicate the resource file used to translate the report
messages.

Report template provide the name of the document template used to
generate the report.
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Automatically added properties

Introduction
During modeling activity, context menus provide users with the means to complete
and validate their models.
These functions correspond directly to the profile modules selected and regard:

♦= the automatic insertion of properties

♦= the opening of diagrams

♦= the checking of models
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Automatically added properties
Depending on the development process phase, a context menu allows you to add
the properties that are useful for each type of model element.
Figure 3-1 shows an example of the "Analysis Wizard/Add 'Analysis' properties"
context menu command.

Figure 3-1. Running the "Analysis Wizard / Add 'Analysis' properties" command on a package

The properties inserted can be elementary such as tagged values or
documentation notes. In certain phases, they can be diagrams or constraints,
specific to particular types of elements.  For example, in the case of the analysis
phase, the insertion of an {analysis} tagged value and of a “description” note is
carried out on all the elements to indicate their source, and to facilitate the
documentation of the different model components.
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Insertions can be carried out recursively in the model: when analysis properties
are inserted into the package, the sub-packages and classes which it contains are
also taken into account.
According to the phases of the development cycle, several types of property
insertions (for example, Basic, Documentation, …) may be provided.
The list of available phases is as follows:

♦= Analysis Wizard: chapter 4

♦= Design Wizard: chapter 5

♦= Programming Wizard: chapter 6

For details on the functions provided for these phases, please refer to the
chapters concerned.
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Adding diagrams

The "Analysis Wizard/Add "Analysis" class diagram..." menu is used to
automatically create standard class diagrams on packages.  These diagrams are
filtered according to the current phase.

Figure 3-2. Running the "Analysis Wizard / Add "Analysis" class diagram" command to a
package
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The following dialog box (shown in Figure 3-3) then appears.

Figure 3-3. Class diagram wizard dialog box

You can then select the type of class diagram which will be automatically created.

♦= Add a new generalization diagram: This is used to create a diagram in which
only generalizations between classes are shown.

♦= Add a new association diagram: This creates a diagram in which only
associations between classes are shown.

♦= Add a new general diagram: This is used to create a diagram in which all
classes, their contents, generalizations and associations are shown.  This type
of diagram can be difficult to read.

♦= Add a new external package diagram: This creates a diagram in which only the
package and its links with other packages are shown.
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Opening diagrams

Presentation
This function is used to open all diagrams related to the phase concerned, in order
to facilitate the consultation and modification of the models.
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Example of the Analysis Wizard/Open diagrams menu

Figure 3-4. Running the "Analysis Wizard/Open diagrams" menu command on a package

If no diagram is present for the phase concerned and if the object can be
modified, then the user is asked if "Analysis" properties are to be inserted, in order
to allow the possible automatic creation of the required diagrams.

FAQ: Why do the diagrams not appear?

If the diagrams created do not appear in a graphic editor, check that the "Open a
window for each automatically created diagram" option has been selected in the
"Tools" configuration tab of Process Wizard (for further details, please refer to the
"Process Wizard configuration" section of chapter 2 of this user guide).
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Filtering diagrams

Diagrams can be filtered, in order to display only those elements which
correspond to the current phase.

Figure 3-5. Running the "Analysis Wizard / Update diagram content" menu command on a
class diagram
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If you create an analysis diagram in which a class appears and then unmask the
contents of this class, all its attributes and operations will appear.  If some of these
features are annotated using the {nodesign} tagged value, it is possible to remask
them automatically, using the filtering command.
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Model checking

Presentation
Depending on the selected profile module, this Wizard is used to validate the
completeness of a model.
Several actions are possible:

♦= automatically inserting properties missing before checking

♦= checking the presence of required properties (for example, description notes)

♦= checking the presence of required information (for example, empty textual
notes)

♦= checking the relevance of each type of element (for example, attribute types)

♦= warnings concerning “suspect” elements (for example, private attributes in
analysis)

♦= identification of unused elements (for example, use-cases with no links)

♦= production of a "To Do" Report, used to communicate modeling work progress

If consistency checks are not active, a warning dialog box appears.
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Use
In the different Profiles, the "Check…" item allows you to activate a model check
Wizard.
The following graphic (Figure 3-6) gives an example of the "Analysis
Wizard/Check" menu.

Figure 3-6. Running the "Analysis Wizard / Check" menu command on a package
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After activating the “Check…” item, the following dialog box (shown in Figure 3-7)
appears, in order to allow users to choose the checks they want to carry out.

Figure 3-7. The Checker Wizard window
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Description of fields:

♦= "Automatic model completion before check": When automatic completion is
selected, the necessary basic properties are added to the model, and checking
is then carried out.  After checking, users can directly modify and complete
these new elements.

♦= "Show errors": When this option is selected, the resulting errors are shown in
the viewer.  This option has no impact on the "To Do" report (see below).

♦= "Show warnings": When this option is selected, the warnings identified are
shown in the viewer.  This option has no impact on the "To Do" report (see
below).

♦= "Show unused model elements": When this option is selected, the unused
elements are shown in the viewer.  This option has no impact on the "To Do"
report (see below).

♦= "Generate "ToDo" report": When this option is selected, a "To Do" report is
generated to provide the user with the processing results in HTML or Word
format.

♦= "Attach "ToDo" report notes to model elements": When checking the model, the
Wizard creates notes on each visited element.  When this tickbox is selected,
these notes are kept after checking, instead of being deleted.

FAQ: Which elements are checked?

The check is hierarchical and concerns all model elements from the element on
which the "Check…" menu has been activated.

FAQ: How to adapt the presentation of the “ToDo" Report?

The configuration parameters of the "ToDo" Report are accessible in the "Report"
sub-category in the “Wizards/Tools” module (please refer to the "Process Wizard
configuration" section of chapter 2 of this user guide).
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Displaying results

The results of the check are displayed in an Objecteering/UML viewer which
allows you to navigate towards the model elements concerned.

Figure 3-8. Displaying results

By double-clicking on the blue text, you can directly modify the element concerned
or insert the necessary properties.

FAQ: Is it necessary to re-run the checks if the viewer has been closed?

If the "Attach 'ToDo' report notes on model elements" option has been selected,
then the “ToDo (error)”, “ToDo (warning)”and "ToDo (unused)" notes are kept for
all the elements concerned.  The editing of these notes allows you then to directly
obtain the diagnosis produced by the last model check.
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 "To Do" Report
The "To Do" Report is generated by default in HTML.  It is not automatically
displayed when the processing is complete.  The user can view and change the
generation parameters of this file in the "Report" sub-tab of the “Tools”  tab
module (for further details, please refer to the "Process Wizard configuration"
section of chapter 2 of this user guide).
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Viewing the "ToDo" report
The "To Do" report can be visualized through the "Visualize 'To Do' Report" menu
item.

Figure 3-9. Viewing the "ToDo" report

The report file name can be modified in the "Report" sub-category of the "Tools"
module (for further details, please refer to the "Process Wizard configuration"
section of chapter 2 of this user guide).
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Clearing the "ToDo" notes
If you have chosen to keep the "ToDo" notes from a previous check, these can be
deleted through the "Clear To Do notes" menu item for the different profile
modules.
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Basic analysis properties

Basic analysis properties
Added
tagged value

On a ... Comment

analysis all elements A warning is sent if the {noanalysis} tagged value
is present.

Added note On a ... Comment
description all elements In the case of links (dependencies,

generalizations, associations), a "description"
note is added if the "Add description note on
model links" option has been selected during
module configuration.

summary Package, Actor,
UseCase, Class,
Object, Node,
Component,
Operation

Added
diagram

On a ... Comment

Class Package, Class The composite elements and the generalizations,
dependencies and associations are automatically
unmasked.

State Class If the "Add state diagram on classes" option is
selected in the module configuration.

Collaboration UseCase

Sequence UseCase
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Other added
properties

On a ... Comment

Invariant Class If the "Add invariant, pre and post constraints"
option is selected in the module configuration.

Pre & Post
conditions

Operation If the "Add invariant, pre and post constraints"
option is selected in the module configuration.

Documentation properties
Added note On a ... Comment

overview

purpose

reference

dictionary

Package This insert only applies to the selected package.

Added
document

On a ... Comment

Analysis Package
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Checked properties
Added error On a ... Check rule

Missing tagged
value

all elements Check {analysis} tagged value.

Missing Note

Empty Note

all elements Check "description" note.  For links, a check is
made only if the "Add description note on links"
option is selected.

Empty diagram all elements Check if any diagrams are empty.

Missing Note

Empty Note

Package, Actor,
UseCase, Class,
Object, Node,
Component,
Operation

Check "summary" note.

Missing diagram Package Check if a class diagram exists and is not
empty.

Missing diagram Package Check if a diagram exists.

Undefined type Attribute,
Parameter

Check if an associated type is defined.

No diagram Collaboration Check if a sequence or object diagram is
defined.
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Added
Warning

On a ... Check rule

Missing note Package Check if documentation notes exist and are not
empty if an ‘analysis’ document is defined.

Missing Invariant Class Check if invariant constraints are defined.

Missing pre/post-
condition

Operation Check if pre- and post constraints are defined.

Visibility not public Attribute,
Operation,
Association

Check if the visibility is public.

No classifier Instance Check if a base classifier is defined.

No literal value Enumeration Check if a literal value is defined.

Added Unused On a ... Check rule
No link Actor Check communication links.

No link UseCase Check communication, dependency and
generalization links.

No link Instance Check message and association links.
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Configuring the Analysis Wizard

The "Analysis Wizard" profile module contains parameters which can be accessed

by editing the configuration after clicking on the   "Modify module parameter
configuration" button.

Figure 4-1. Editing the configuration of the Analysis Wizard V1.1 module parameters

The ... field is used to ...
Process package name indicate the name of the package which defines the

rules and checks(for customization details, please
refer to chapter 8).

Add invariant, pre and post
conditions

generate invariants on classes, and pre- and post
conditions on operations.  This option is used with the
Basic properties insert.

Add "description" notes to model
links

add description notes to links.  This option is used with
the Basic properties insert.

Add state diagram to classes add a state diagram to classes.  This option is used
with the Basic properties insert.
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Basic design properties

Basic design properties
Added
tagged value

On a ... Comment

design all elements A warning is sent if the {nodesign} tagged value is
present.

noanalysis all elements If the {analysis} tagged value is not present.

Added note On a ... Comment
description all elements In the case of links (dependencies,

generalizations, associations), the "description"
note is added if the "Add description note on
model links" option is selected in the module
configuration.

Summary Package, Actor,
UseCase, Class,
Object, Node,
Component,
Operation.

Added
diagram

On a ... Comment

Class Package, Class The composite elements and the generalizations,
dependencies and associations are shown
automatically.
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Other added
properties

On a ... Comment

Invariant Class If the "Add invariant, pre and post constraints"
option is selected in the module configuration.

Pre & Post
conditions

Operation If the "Add invariant, pre and post constraints"
option is selected in the module configuration.
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Documentation properties
Added note On a ... Comment

overview

purpose

reference

dictionary

design_constraint

design_principles

Package This insert only applies to the selected package.

Added
document

On a ... Comment

Design Package

Added
diagram

On a ... Comment

Class Package The composite elements and the generalizations,
dependencies and associations are shown
automatically.

Object Package
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Architecture properties
Added note On a ... Comment

overview

design_architecture

design_principles

design_constraint

Package This insert only applies to the selected
package.

Added
diagram

On a ... Comment

Class Package With the “design_architecture” tagged value.

Deployment Package

Integration properties
Added note On a ... Comment

design_integration Package This insert only applies to the selected package.

Added
diagram

On a ... Comment

Class Package With the “design_ integration” tagged value.

Traceability properties
Added note On a ... Comment

design_traceability Package This insert only applies to the selected package.
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Checked properties
Added error On a ... Comment

Missing tagged
value

all Check the "design" tagged value.

Missing Note

Empty Note

all Check the "description" note. For links, a check
is made only if the "Add description note on
links" option is selected.

Empty diagram all Check if any diagrams are empty.

Missing Note

Empty Note

Package, Actor,
UseCase, Class,
Object, Node,
Component,
Operation

Check ‘summary’ note.

Missing diagram Package Check if a class diagram exists and is not
empty.

Missing diagram Package Check if a diagram exists.

Undefined type Attribute,
Parameter

Check if an associated type is defined.

No diagram Collaboration Check if a sequence or object diagram is
defined.

Not redefined Operation Check if an abstract operation is redefined.

No literal value Enumeration Check if a literal value is defined.

No role

No visibility

Association link Check if visibility and role are defined if the
association link is navigable.
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Added
warning

On a ... Comment

Missing note Package Check if documentation notes exist and are not
empty if an ‘design’ document is defined.

Missing Invariant Class Check if invariant constraints are defined.

Missing pre/post-
condition

Operation Check if pre and post constraints are defined.

Visibility not public Attribute
Operation
Association

Check if the visibility is public.

No classifier Instance Check if a base classifier is defined.

Added unused
elements

On a ... Comment

No link Actor Check communication links.

No link UseCase Check communication, dependency and
generalization links.

No link Instance Check message and association links.
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Configuring the Design Wizard

The "Design Wizard" Profile Module contains parameters which can be accessed

by editing the configuration, after activating the  "Modifies the configuration of
module parameters" icon in the tool bar.

Figure 5-1. Editing the configuration of the Design Wizard V1.1 module parameters

The ... field is used to ...
Process package name indicate the name of the package which defines the

rules and checks (for customization details, please
refer to chapter 8 of this user guide).

Add invariant, pre and post
constraints

generate invariants on classes and pre and post
constraints on operations.  This option is used with
the Basic Design properties insert.

Add "description" note to model
links

add "description" notes to links.  This option is used
with the Basic Design properties insert.
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Basic programming properties

Basic programming properties
Added notes On a ... Comment

C++ Operation if the C++ module is selected on the
UML modeling project

C++Returned Operation if the C++ module is selected on the
UML modeling project and the
operation has a return parameter.

Java Operation if the Java module is selected on the
UML modeling project

JavaReturned Operation if the Java module is selected on the
UML modeling project and the
operation has a return parameter.
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Added constraints On a ... Comment
C++Invariant Class if the C++ module is selected on the

UML modeling project and an
"invariant" constraint already exists on
the element.

C++PreCondition Operation if the C++ module is selected on the
UML modeling project and a
"precondition" constraint already exists
on the element.

C++PostCondition Operation if the C++ module is selected on the
UML modeling project and a
"postcondition" constraint already
exists on the element.

JavaInvariant Class if the Java module is selected on the
UML modeling project and an
"invariant" constraint already exists on
the element.

JavaPreCondition Operation if the Java module is selected on the
UML modeling project and a
"precondition" constraint already exists
on the element.

JavaPostCondition Operation if the Java module is selected on the
UML modeling project and a
"postcondition" constraint already
exists on the element.
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Checked properties
Added errors On a ... Check rule

Missing constraint

Empty constraint

Class Check if the "C++Invariant or
JavaInvariant" constraint exists (only if
the C++/Java module is selected on
the UML modeling project and an
"invariant" constraint already exists on
the element).

Missing constraint

Empty constraint

Operation Check if the "C++PreCondition or
JavaPreCondition" constraint exists
(only if the C++/Java module is
selected on the UML modeling project
and a "precondition" constraint already
exists on the element).

Missing constraint

Empty constraint

Operation Check if the "C++PostCondition or
JavaPostCondition" constraint exists
(only if the C++/K*Java module is
selected on the UML modeling project
and a "postcondition" constraint
already exists on the element).

No type specified Attribute The attribute has an undefined type

No code Operation Check if a C++/Java note is present if
the operation is not abstract.

Check if a C++Returned or
JavaReturned note is present if the
operation returns something

Association cannot be
translated into C++/Java
code

Association For navigable associations, check if a
role name and valid visibility are
defined.
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Configuring the Programming Wizard

The "Programming Wizard" Profile Module contains parameters which can be
accessed by editing the configuration after activating the button shown below:

Figure 6-1. Editing the configuration of the Programming Wizard parameters

The ... field is used to ...
Process package name indicate the name of the package which defines the

rules and checks (for customization details, please
refer to chapter 8 of this user guide).

Add invariant, pre and post
constraints

generate invariants on classes and pre and post
constraints on operations.  This option is used with
the Basic Programming properties insert.

Add "description" note to model
links

add "description" notes to links.  This option is used
with the Basic Programming properties insert.
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Modeling patterns

These functions are in charge of the creation of elements from other elements by
deduction.  Activated from the "Tools" item in pop-up menus, and available in the
browser and graphic editors, they allow you to significantly improve productivity,
coherence and traceability.
For example, from an object present in a sequence diagram, it is possible to
directly create a class whose operations will be deduced directly from the
messages received by the object.

Figure 7-1. Running the "Wizards/Tools / Create a class from this object" menu command

Note: If the new object has to be created in a read-only object, an error dialog
box appears and the operation is abandoned.
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Sequence diagram
The patterns available in sequence diagrams are as follows:

Pattern Element Result
Create a class from this
object

Object Class and operations created from the
object and from the received operations of
the object.

Create an operation from
this message 

Message The operation is created. If the class did
not exist it is also created.

Collaboration diagram
The patterns available in collaboration diagrams are as follows:

Pattern Element Result
Create a class from this
object 

Object Class and operations created from
the object and from the received
operations of the object.

Create an operation from
this message 

Message The operation is created. If the class
did not exist it is also created.

Create an attribute from
this occurrence 

AttributeOccurrence The attribute is created. If the class
did not exist it is also created.
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State diagram
The patterns available in state diagrams are as follows:

Pattern Element Result
Create an operation from
this transition 

Transition The operation is created. This pattern only
applies to the state diagrams associated to
classes.

Class diagram
The patterns available in the class diagrams are as follows:

Pattern Element Result
Implement Interface
properties 

Class Creation of operations and attributes
defined on the interfaces implemented by
the selected class.
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Impact Analysis

The aim of impact analysis is to find out which model elements concerned by an
element can be modified.  To facilitate decision-making for the user of
Objecteering/UML, it is possible to list all the model elements "connected" to a
particular element.  The “Impact analysis” menu item, which can be activated from
the pop-up menus of the browser and the graphic editors, allows you to present
the result of the analysis in an Objecteering/UML viewer and to open automatically
all the modified diagrams.
The "Impact Analysis" Wizard follows the links from the object to other objects.  It
does not search for examples in notes.
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Modification of inserts and controls

The customization functions of the development process are only available in the
“Enterprise” edition of Objecteering/UML.

Modification of inserts and controls
In the configuration of each profile module, there is a parameter which allows you
to specify where the rules are to be found.
This parameter is:

♦= Process package name: name of the rule definition package in the
"_predefinedTypes " UML modeling project.

Creation of a new rules UML modeling project
To adapt the rules, it is necessary to:

♦= edit the "_predefinedTypes" UML modeling project

♦= modify/insert/delete the insert and control notes depending on your process
(please refer to the following paragraph for further details)

♦= select your working UML modeling project and edit the new value for the
“Process package name” parameter, if necessary
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Functioning of the insert and control notes
For each development phase, specific notes are available to specify which inserts
and controls are to be carried out.  These notes are called <Name_of_the
_phase>Properties and <Name_of_the_phase>Checking.  For "Analysis Wizard",
therefore, the AnalysisProperties and AnalysisChecking notes are available.
These notes contain the rules to be carried out and written in J language.  To
specify on which type of element the rules are applicable, you simply have to
place the notes directly on the type concerned in the customization package.
For example, to insert an additional analysis control on the attribute level, you
must insert an “AnalysisChecking” note directly on the “Attribute” attribute present
in the “Class” class of the “Analysis” package, which is in the "Profile Parameters"
package of the "_predefinedTypes" UML modeling project.
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Figure 8-1. Functioning of insert and control notes

FAQ: Why are the customization notes not available when I want to add a rule?

These notes are defined in the “ProcessProfileEditor” module.  To access the
notes, you must select this module in the customization project.
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To help you modify rules and have an overview of all these rules, a generation
work product has been added to the "ProcessProfileEditor" module.  This
generation work product is available on packages.

Figure 8-2. ProcessProfileEditor generation work product
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By clicking on the "Create a new PPE work product" icon in the "Items" tab of the
properties editor, the following dialog box appears (shown in Figure 8-3).

Figure 8-3. Process profile editor dialog box

The following fields must be defined:

♦= Name: This is the name of the generation work product

♦= Properties types: This is the list of property types used in the package (without
the "Properties" and "Checking" suffixes.  This list can be limited to the name of
the phase (for example, "Analysis;AnalysisDocumentation").  If this is the case,
the different types must be separated using semi-colons.  The list of predefined
property types is as follows: Analysis, AnalysisDocumentation; Design,
DesignDocumentation, Traceability, Architecture, Integration, Coding

♦= Generation file path: This provides the complete path where the editable file
will be generated.
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The module has the following parameters (as shown in Figure 8-4).

Figure 8-4. Editing the configuration of the Process Profile Editor's parameters

The ... field is used to ...
Process profile edition generation
path

initialize the "GenerationFilePath" field directory of a PPE
work product's attributes.

Generate identifiers edit notes.  This parameter must always be selected, if
you wish to edit notes.

External editor command line indicate the name and the path of the editor used to edit
your profile.
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Once the PPE module parameters have been correctly configured and the PPE
work product correctly created, you can edit your profile, by selecting this product's
context menu item (as shown in Figure 8-5).

Figure 8-5. The "Process Profile Editor/Generate and edit profile code" items from a process
profile editor generation work product context menu

All notes defined at work product level can then be edited using the editor of your
choice.
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Contents of insert and control notes
Apart from the standard J APIs described in the J user guides, specific operations
have been added to make inserts and checks easier to write.  These specific
operations are briefly described here.  Should you require further details, please
contact our support team.
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The "ModelElement" metaclass
public TaggedValue createAndAddOneTaggedValue ( in String
tag )
If no tagged value named "tag" exists on the model element, this creates one and
adds it to the model element.
This returns the new tagged value if any.

public TaggedValue createAndAddOneTaggedValueWithParams ( in
String tag , in TagParameter[] params )
If no tagged value named "tag" exists on the model element, this creates one with
"params" as tagged value parameters and adds it to the model element.
This returns the new tagged value if any.

public Note createAndAddOneNote ( in String note )
If no note named "note" exists on the model element, this creates one and adds it
to the model element.
This returns the new note if any.

public Note createAndAddOneNoteWithContent ( in String note
, in String content )
If no note named "note" exists on the model element, this creates one with
"content" as content and adds it to the model element.
This returns the new note if any.

public Constraint createAndAddOneConstraint ( in String
cname )
If no constraint stereotyped "cname" exists on the model element, this creates one
and adds it to the model element.
This returns the new constraint if any.

public Collaboration createAndAddOneCollaboration ( in
String pname )
If no collaboration exists on the model element, this creates one named "pname"
and adds it to the model element.
This returns the new collaboration if any.
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public StateMachine createAndAddOneStateMachine ( in String
pname )
If no state machine exists on the model element, this creates one named "pname"
and adds it to the model element.
This returns the new state machine if any.

public StaticClassDiagram createAndAddOneStaticClassDiagram
( in String dname )
If no static class diagram exists on the model element, this creates one named
"dname" and adds it to the model element.
This returns the new diagram if any.

public UseCaseDiagram createAndAddOneUseCaseDiagram ( in
String dname )
If no use case diagram exists on the model element, this creates one named
"dname" and adds it to the model element.
This returns the new diagram if any.

public SequenceDiagram createAndAddOneSequenceDiagram ( in
String dname )
If no sequence diagram exists on the model element, this creates one named
"dname" and adds it to the model element.
This returns the new diagram if any.

public StateDiagram createAndAddOneStateDiagram ( in String
dname )
If no state diagram exists on the model element, this creates one named "dname"
and adds it to the model element.
This returns the new diagram if any.

public DeploymentDiagram createAndAddOneDeploymentDiagram (
in String dname )
If no deployment diagram exists on the model element, this creates one named
"dname" and adds it to the model element.
This returns the new diagram if any.
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public ObjectDiagram createAndAddOneObjectDiagram ( in
String dname )
If no object diagram exists on the model element, this creates one named "dname"
and adds it to the model element.
This returns the new diagram if any.

public CollaborationDiagram
createAndAddOneCollaborationDiagram ( in String dname )
If no collaboration diagram exists on the model element, this creates one named
"dname" and adds it to the model element.
This returns the new diagram if any.

publicInstanceDeploymentDiagram
createAndAddOneInstanceDeploymentDiagram ( in String dname )
If no instance deployment diagram exists on the model element, this creates one
named "dname" and adds it to the model element.
This returns the new diagram if any.

private String pathName ()
This returns the complete name of the model element.

public boolean cxxProject ()
This is true if the C++ module is selected on the UML modeling project.

public boolean javaProject ()
This is true if the Java module is selected on the UML modeling project.

private String getDefaultTag ()
This returns the default tag associated with the profile (for example, "analysis" for
the Analysis Profile).

private boolean hasDocument ( in String prop )
This is true if has a document tagged "prop".
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private addDocument ( in InternalProduct modeldoc , in
String deftag )
This adds a document of kind "modeldoc" and tags it with "deftag".

public boolean isGoodForThisProfile ( inout String message )
This is true if the element is tagged correctly.
If not, this prints "message" on the console.

public addError ( in String message )
If none exists, this creates a "To Do (errors)" notes else gets the existing one.
This appends "message" to this note.

public addWarning ( in String message )
If none exists, this creates a "To Do (warnings)" notes else gets the existing one.
This appends "message" to this note.

public addUnused ( in String message )
If none exists, this creates a "To Do (unused)" notes else gets the existing one.
This appends "message" to this note.

public checkIfTagged ( in String tagname , in boolean
errorIfNot , inout boolean isValid )
If the element has no taaged value of type "tagname".
If "errorIfNot" is true, adds an error else adds a warning.
The third parameter "isValid" should always be the implicit variable "isValid".  It is
set to true if the tagged value is found and to false else.

public checkIfAnnotated ( in String notename , in boolean
errorIfNot , inout boolean isValid )
If the element has no note of type "notename", if the note is empty or if "errorIfNot"
is true, this adds an error else adds a warning.
The third parameter "isValid" should always be the implicit variable "isValid".  It is
set to true if the note is found and to false else.
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public boolean isConstrained ( in String constraint )
This is true if the model element has a constraint stereotyped with "cname", false
else.

public checkIfConstrained ( in String cname , in boolean
errorIfNot , inout boolean isValid )
If the element has no constraint stereotyped with "cname", if the constraint is
empty or if "errorIfNot" is true, this adds an error else adds a warning.
The third parameter "isValid" should always be the implicit variable "isValid".  It is
set to true if the constraint is found, and to false if this is not the case.

public checkIfHasDiagram ( in String diagtype , in boolean
errorIfNot , inout boolean isValid )
If the element has no diagram of type "diagtype", and if "errorIfNot" is true, this
adds an error else adds a warning.
The third parameter "isValid" should always be the implicit variable "isValid".  It is
set to true if the diagram is found and to false if this is not the case.

public checkIfUsed ( in Object[] usageLinks , in String
message , inout boolean isValid )
If the "usageLinks" elements are empty, this adds a "To Do (unused)" note
containing "message".
The third parameter "isValid" should always be the implicit variable "isValid".  It is
set to false if the links are empty and to true if this is not the case.

public checkIfNotVoid ( in Object obj , in String message ,
in boolean errorIfNot , inout boolean isValid )
If the "obj" element is void, this adds an error or a warning note containing
"message" depending on "errorIfNot".
The third parameter "isValid" should always be the implicit variable "isValid".  It is
set to false if the link is empty and to true if this is not the case.
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public checkIfNotEmpty ( in Object[] setof , in String
message , in boolean errorIfNot , inout boolean isValid )
If the "setof" elements are empty, this adds an error or a warning note containing
"message" depending on "errorIfNot".
The third parameter "isValid" should always be the implicit variable "isValid".  It is
set to false if the links are empty and to true if this is not the case.
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The "Diagram" metaclass
public unmaskBoxes ( in ModelElement[] elements )
This shows boxes corresponding to "elements" in the diagram.

public unmaskLinks ( in ModelElement[] elements )
This shows links corresponding to "elements" in the diagram.

public edit ()
This opens the diagram in an editor.

private Diagram layout ()
This gives the automatic layout of the diagram.

private Diagram center ( in ModelElement cent , in boolean
deploy )
Put "cent" at the center of the diagram. If "deploy", shows all elements.

private checkIfEmpty ( inout boolean isValid )
If the diagram is empty, this adds an error note containing "message".
The parameter "isValid" should always be the implicit variable "isValid".  It is set to
false if the diagram is empty and to true if this is not the case.

The "StaticClassDiagram" metaclass
public Diagram showDetails ()
This shows detailed diagram of the class or package.

public Diagram showNoDetails ()
This shows the non-detailed diagram of the class or package.

The "NameSpace" metaclass
public browse ()
This opens a new browser on this namespace.
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Customizing the process tree

The process tree can be customized, by editing the "_predefinedTypes" UML
modeling project.  The "ProfileParameters" package contains a package,
"ProcessTree", which contains the hierarchy of the modules which should appear
in the "ProcessManagement" tab.  For further information, please refer to the
"Process Management" section in chapter 2 of this user guide.
Default delivery corresponds to the hierarchy shown in Figure 8-6.
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Figure 8-6. The "ProcessTree" package hierarchy
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Inserting model templates and model examples

The predefined models must be accessible in all the versions of
Objecteering/UML, for all users and at all times.  These models are present in a
customized directory
(”<objing_path>/modules/ProcessManager/<version>/Samples or structs” by
default) which is in an externalized form.
With the Enterprise edition, it is possible to insert and modify the model samples
included.
An “Example Installer Module” is provided and must be installed in the UML
modeling project where you build your example.  This module allows you to check
and install the examples on the client site.  The users cannot add to the example
list without this module.
Directories may be changed through the configuration parameters of the "Example
Installer Module".  To export a new module, choose the "Process installation/as
model structure" or "Process installation/as structure" item, depending on your
needs.
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Figure 8-7. Configuring the Process Installation parameters

Note: The Process Wizard will always import from the
<objing_path>/modules/ProcessManager/<version>/Samples or structs
directories.

For further details, please contact the Objecteering Software support department.
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